
Organizations implement privileged access management (PAM) to protect against the threats 
posed by credential theft and privilege misuse. PAM refers to a comprehensive cybersecurity 
strategy – comprising people, processes and technology – to control, monitor, secure and audit all 
human and non-human privileged identities and activities across an enterprise IT environment
. 
Privileged access credential abuse is involved in 74 percent of organizations with security breaches. 
These compromised credentials provide access to the administration of superuser accounts which 
are accessed by using a password, certifi cates, or tokens. Based on the concept of least privilege or 
zero trust, organizations should continuously review superuser account access.  

How can I protect my organization with CyberArk?  

Designed from the ground up for security, CyberArk has combined a powerful underlying infrastructure 
with our core products to provide the most comprehensive solution for any sized organization.  At the 
core of the infrastructure is an isolated vault server, a unifi ed policy engine, a discovery engine and layers 
of security that provide scalability, reliability and unmatched security for privileged access. Only CyberArk 
provides solutions that help protect, manage and audit user and application credentials, provide least 
privilege access, control applications on endpoints and servers, and secure, monitor, and analyze all 
privileged activity – actively alerting on anomalous behavior. 
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Champion your IAM future with Cyberark and Simeio Solutions.  
SIMEIO SOLUTIONS 
Since 2007, Simeio Solutions has continually strived to help businesses reinvent how they 
engage with customers, how and where their employees work, and the way they partner 
with others. This is made possible through our complete Identity and Access Management 
(IAM) solution that engages securely with anyone, anywhere, anytime, with an unparalleled 
“service fi rst” philosophy. The results for our clients say it all-signifi cant productivity and 
effi ciency gains, greater employee and customer satisfaction and loyalty, deeper insights 
into customer needs and behaviors and entirely new revenue opportunities.

Cyberark
CyberArk is the global leader in privileged access security, a critical layer of IT security to 
protect data, infrastructure and assets across the enterprise, in the cloud and throughout 
the DevOps pipeline. CyberArk delivers the industry’s most complete solution to reduce risk 
created by privileged credentials and secrets.
To learn more, visit www.cyberark.com.
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With Simeio Solutions identity-as-a-service and CyberArk, admins can request access to privileged 
resources, track approvals, check-out the privileged account from one central UI, and get help 
from a knowledgeable team of IAM professionals. Simeio’s identity-as-a-service platform, Identity 
Orchestrator, enables organizations to ingest data from the CyberArk vault and launch access 
reviews on their most privileged assets providing you with a single pane of glass for all of your 
identity needs.  

The Simeio Identity Orchestrator (IO) is an identity-as-a-service platform with unparalleled 
fl exibility, portability, reliability, and security. IO enables digital transformation with a modernized 
user experience for the web and mobile and provides a single platform for managing identities, 
simplifi es operation of complex functionalities, and supports multi-vendor IAM/ PAM environments.  

Let Simeio Solutions & CyberArk Implement Your PAM 

Safeguard Your Organization with Simeio Solutions’ Specialized IAM 
Operations Team  

An enterprise level, cloud Managed PAM solution from Simeio that scales with your organization’s 
growth.

»  Program Management

»  Custom migration strategies

24/7/365 Global Security Operations Centers

»

IO Integration 

»  Creation of outcome-based operations

“Simeio really tries to understand what the customr’s requirements are, 
starting from the business level right down to the technology level. So their 
understanding of where the customer wants to go contributes to how our 
products are deployed.”-Scott Whitehouse, Cyberark


